Recipe of the Month

Pumpkin Waffles

Ingredients:
- 2 cups whole wheat flour
- 2 tsp baking powder
- tsp salt
- tsp nutmeg
- 1/2 tsp cinnamon
- 3/4 cup whole wheat flour
- 2 Tbsp brown sugar
- 1/2 cup plain pureed pumpkin
- 1 egg, separated
- milk, egg yolk, pumpkin, vanilla, oil and brown sugar together.
- 1 cup milk
- 1 egg yolk
- 1/2 cup pumpkin
- 1/4 cup vanilla
tsp oil
- 1 tsp brown sugar

Instructions:
1. Preheat the waffle iron. Close the top slowly. Cook about 2 minutes or until waffles are crispy.
2. In a large bowl, combine milk, egg yolk, pumpkin, vanilla, oil and brown sugar.
3. Gradually add flour, stirring well after each addition.
4. Serve immediately with butter and maple syrup.

EXTRA: Jebaily Law Firm will be handing out stellar sunglasses to attendees!

Jebaily Law Firm is excited to announce that we are sponsoring and participating in the 2019 Waccamaw Heart Walk! This event serves not only to raise money for the research required, but also to create a fun and physically active family friendly event.

Wall Street 24/7

Always make sure you are fully aware of your rights and the process...

Employees who are injured in the course and scope of their employment or contract illnesses due to their occupations are generally eligible for workers' compensation benefits.

If you are injured while on the job, South Carolina's workers' compensation system can provide...

Any road can require extra attention when driving, some more than others...

According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), speeding-related car accidents caused 10,111 fatalities in one recent year – a 4 percent increase from the previous year.

The speed limit often result in severe injuries and more significant property damage.

Study published by...

A research published by Charleston Daily recently reported that South Carolina ranked third worst for roadway safety in a study.
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